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Abstract—This paper is proposing an approach for retrieving
videos based on object trajectories. First, a trajectory is
translated into a sequence of symbols based on a symbolic
representation, beyond the initial numeric representation, which
does not suffer from scaling, translation or rotation. Then, in
order to compare trajectories based on their symbolic
representations, two similarity measures are proposed, inspired
by works in bioinformatic. Moreover, based on these similarity
measures, two relevance feedback strategies are given.
Experimental results for two databases show that the proposed
similarity measures gave results as good as other existing
measures. Real advantages of these measures are the possibility
for the partial matching and for relevance feedback.
Keywords: Video Indexing
Matching, Relevance Feedback
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in computer technologies and the advent of the
World Wide Web have made an explosion of multimedia data
being generated, stored, and transmitted. For managing this
amount of information, one needs developing efficient contentbased retrieval approaches that enable users to search
information directly via its content. Currently, the most
common approach is to exploit low-level features (such as
colors, textures, shape and so on). When working with videos,
motion is also an important feature. When browsing a video,
people are more interested in the actions of a car or an actor
than in the background. Moving objects attract most of users'
attention. Among the extracted features from object movement,
trajectory is more and more used. In order to use the trajectory
information in content-based video indexing and retrieval, one
must have an efficient representation method allowing not only
to index trajectories, but also to respond to the various kinds of
queries and retrieval needs. For retrieval aspects, the matching
strategy is also of importance.
Many works exist on trajectory representation, which can
be classified into 3 levels of representation: numeric, symbolic
and semantic. At the numeric representation level, one can use
directly the raw data from a tracking module like in [1].
However, data from tracking contain much noise because they
are obtained from algorithms tracking motion from frame to
frame based on low-level features. Therefore, some methods of
preprocessing such as trajectory smoothing [2] are proposed.
However, citing [3] from the domain of temporal data mining,

using directly the raw numeric values from trajectories can
limit the efficiency of the algorithms, data structures, and some
methods, or algorithms, are not (well) defined for numeric
approaches but exist for symbolic approaches. Moreover,
symbolic representation is closer to human perception
(although not yet semantic). For trajectories, researchers have
proposed many symbolic representations from one dimension
[4], [5] to two dimensions [6]. A semantic representation is
also of high interest for trajectories, translating values into
concepts. Some preliminary works are proposed in [7].
Despite of much effort in trajectory representation, one
does not have yet a successful trajectory-based video indexing
and retrieval approach. One problem is that the user is not
included in the retrieval loop when conceiving a representation
scheme. In information retrieval, user-centered scheme are very
important because a simple query can rarely fit the complete
user needs. An approach enabling interaction with the user
allows him/her not only to refine the query but also to judge the
results given by the system.
From this previous observation, our work is aiming to add
relevance feedback ability in some existing and efficient
trajectory representations. Relevance feedback ability can be
expressed by the possibility to change the measure distance or
by a representation that can adapt better with the user needs.
Our work is concentrating on the symbolic level because of
its robustness to noise, and its ability to link with the semantic
level. Chen has proposed an efficient symbolic representation,
beyond the numeric presentation, which does not suffer from
scaling, translation or rotation [6]. In this paper, we are reusing
this representation method and we are extending it with two
new similarity measures inspired from the idea of sequence
alignment in the bioinformatic domain [8].
The main contributions of our paper are the following:
•

•

Propose two similarity measures for trajectory
comparison at the symbolic level.
Present two methods for relevance feedback in
trajectory-based video indexing and retrieval
based on the proposed similarity measures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section 2,
we are proposing a structure for a Trajectory-Based Video
Indexing and Retrieval Enabling Relevance Feedback
(TBVIREF) which includes trajectory representation at the

numeric and symbolic level, sequence alignment and feedback.
Some experimental results are shown in section 3. Section 4 is
concluding this paper with some directions for future work.

II.

TRAJECTORY-BASED VIDEO INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL
ENABLING RELEVACE FEEDBACK (TBVIREF)

with this problem, we have chosen among the existing
representation methods the one from [6], which also uses both
direction and distance information of the movement.
Given a sequence, TA=[(xa,1,ya,1),…,(xa,n,ya,n)], n being the
length of TA, a sequence of (movement direction, movement
distance ratio ) pairs MA is defined as a sequence of pairs
MA=[(θa,1, a,1),…,( θa,n-1, a,n-1)]. The movement direction is
defined as:

A. General description
We are proposing an architecture for TBVIREF (Fig. 1). In
this architecture, object tracking is done by a preprocessing
module (not shown here), and object trajectories are taken as
input. In the real physical world, a trajectory is represented
following 3 dimensions. But without a priori contextual
information, trajectories are represented in 2D. Knowing the
application and its context, it can be useful to represent a
trajectory in 3D or to map the 2D trajectory into the monitored
environment [9]. In this paper, we will consider only the
general case in 2D, without a priori knowledge on the
application.
For indexing, all object trajectories are processed through
numeric and symbolic representation modules. The output is a
symbolic representation of the global trajectory.
For retrieval, a given trajectory by the user is also processed
through these two modules, and comparison is made with the
trajectories in the database based on two available similarity
measures (section II.D). Trajectories that are the most similar
(given the chosen similarity measure) with the trajectory query
are returned to users.
Moreover, unlike other approaches for trajectories, this
approach includes the user in the retrieval loop. The user
judges the returned results as relevant or irrelevant through an
interface. Then, retrieval loops again and continues until the
user is satisfied.
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Raw trajectory data given to this module are transformed
into sequence of pairs of movement direction and movement
distance ratio. We can use directly this sequence to compare
trajectories or we can use it as an intermediate information for
the symbolic representation module.
C. Symbolic trajectory representation
Using the previous numeric representation for trajectories, a
proposed symbolic representation from [6] is computed as
follows:
Given dir and dis, two dimensional (movement direction,
distance ratio) space is divided into ⎛ 2π ⎞ × ⎛ 1 ⎞ subregions.
⎟
⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎝ ε dir ⎠ ⎝ ε dis ⎠

Figure 1. Architecture for Trajectory-Based Video indexing and Retrieval
Enabling Relevance Feedback

B. Numeric trajectory representation
Working with raw data from the object trajectory is not
always suitable because these data are sensible to noise and are
affected by rotation, translation and scaling. In order to cope

Fig.2 gives an example of this quantization map, dir and dis
are chosen π/4 and 0.125. Each subregion SBi is represented
by two (movement direction, distance ratio) pairs: (θbl,i, bl,i)
and (θur,i, ur,i), which are the bottom left and the upper right
coordinates of SBi. A distinct symbol Ai is assigned for
subregion SBi.
A pair of movement direction and movement distance ratio
(θa,i, a,i) will be represented by a symbol Ai if θbl,i ≤ θa,i < θur,i
and bl,I ≤ a,i < ur,i. Once the two threshold values dir and dis

are given for the trajectory data, the size of movement pattern
alphabet is fixed.

One can realize that the Ap_hit notation can resolve the
problem of quantization (two close numeric values being
assigned different symbols because of the quantization). We
give in Fig. 3 some examples of these notations. With two
given words: word1 is ‘MNOP’ and word2 is alternatively
‘MNOP’, ‘MVOP’ and ‘MFGH’, using the same quantization
map in Fig. 2, Hit and Ap_hit notations give different values.

Figure 3. Some examples of Hit and Ap_hit notations with two given words.
word1 is ‘MNOP’ and word2 is alternatively ‘MNOP’, ‘MVOP’ and
‘MFGH’, using the same quantization map as in Fig. 2, Hit and Ap_hit
notations give different values.
Figure 2. A quantization map for the symbolic representation (reprinted from
[6])

D. Sequence alignment and matching
The sequence alignment consists in the construction of a
dictionary and the trajectory matching. Dictionary construction
transforms a sequence of n symbols S=[s1, …,sn] into a set of
distinct ℓ length-words {wj}, ℓ being the length of a word.
This word set is called a dictionary.
Lets DQ being the dictionary for a sequence query SQ (DQ
consists of r distinct ℓ length-words {wiQ}), DT being the
dictionary of a sequence ST in the database (DT consists of k
distinct ℓ length-words {wjT}). Because a word may appear
several times in a sequence and in the dictionary, we store the
position of each word and the number of their occurrences.
Before presenting the proposed similarity measures, we
give here two notations: Hit and Ap_hit notations.
Definition: Hit
Given two sequences SQ=[s1Q, …,snQ] and ST=[s1T, …,smT]
after the dictionary construction process, SQ can be
represented by r distinct ℓ length-words {wiQ}, i from 1 to r
and ST can be represented by k distinct ℓ length-words {wjT}, j
from 1 to k. A Hit can be identified between SQ and ST if one
find a word wiQ in SQ and a word wjT in ST satisfy wiQ = wjT , i
from 1 to r and j from 1 to k.
Definition: Ap_hit
Given two sequences SQ=[s1Q, …,snQ] and ST=[s1T, …,smT]
after dictionary construction process, SQ can be represented by
r distinct ℓ length-words {wiQ}, i from 1 to r and ST can be
represented by k distinct ℓ length-words {wjT}, j from 1 to k.
A Ap_hit (approximate hit) can be identified between SQ and
ST if one find a word wiQ in SQ and a word wjT in ST satisfying
wiQ = wjT or wiQ being a neighbor of wjT. Two words are
neighbor if their orderly symbols are assigned for the neighbor
regions in the quantization map.

Based on these Hit and Ap_hit notations, we propose two
similarity measures:
• Scanning the sequence SQ until detecting a Hit or a
Ap_hit at ith word between this sequence with a
sequence SQ in the database, making an extension
alignment in [8] and computing a similarity measure
d(SQ, ST, i). This first similarity measure is computed
as:

d 2 (SQ , ST )=max i=1...r (d ( SQ , ST , i )) (3)
•

This similarity measure take into account the number
of the Hit or the Ap_hit between the sequence query
SQ and a sequence SQ in the database. A word hit
vector word_hit, for j from 1 to k, each element
word_hit[i] storing the number the Hit or the Ap_hit
of word wj between the SQ and the ST. This second
similarity measure between ST and SQ is defined as:

d 2 (SQ , ST )= ∑ word_hit [i] (4)
r

i=1

From these definitions, one can see that partial matching
can be used for both of the proposed similarity measures. By
identifying a subsequence inside the trajectory query, the
similarity measures (3) and (4) between this subtrajectory
query and trajectories in the database can be computed.
Furthermore, the proposed similarity measures allow the user
to decide the importance of some parts in the trajectory query
by giving their weight.
Because the proposed similarity measures are sensible to
the starting point for comparing two trajectories, we detect the
point in the sequences where the first Hit or Ap_hit is found
and then compute the similarity from this point

E. Relevance Feedback
Relevance feedback is a well known technique in the
information retrieval domain. It covers a range of techniques
intended to improve a user query and facilitate retrieval of
information relevant to the user needs. This technique has
been firstly used for text retrieval, but now it becomes more
and more important for image and video retrieval as well. Up
to now, to our knowledge, there is not any work dedicated to
the trajectory-based video indexing and retrieval enabling
relevance feedback.
In our approach, associated with the two proposed
similarity measures, we have developed two new methods for
including feedback. Even if results are not yet available for
these methods, we present them in this section as current
development and to stress the possibility of including
interactions in the presented similarity measures.
Let RT be the set of N the most similar trajectories
RT= [RT1,…,RTN] at current search result.
Relevance feedback 1: The user is judging the results of the
current search as being relevant or irrelevant. From this
feedback information, one can know which word hit is more
significant than the others for this query. Let index_hit be the
index of this word. For the next retrieval loop, in spite of using
the similarity measure (3), a new similarity measure is defined
as:

III.

EXPERIMENTS

A. Video and trajectory databases
As said in section II.A showing the general description of
our architecture, we are supposing that object tracking is done
by a preprocessing module, and object trajectories are taken as
input for our work. Therefore, in this section, in order to test
our approach, we are using two trajectory databases. We are
comparing our proposed similarity measures with the existing
Edit Distance on Movement Pattern (EDM) [6].
The ASL data set from UCI KDD 1 data archive consists in
samples of signs from the Australian Sign Language. More
than 95 signs were collected from 5 different writers. In total,
this sign database comprises 6577 signs. Fig. 4 gives some
samples of the word 'eat' written by 5 different writers.
The trajectory database of Yuan Ze University 2 containing
2500 trajectories which comes from 50 categories was
generated. Fig. 5 shows all kinds of trajectory types used in this
database. Each category includes 50 samples that were drawn
in different sizes, moving directions, rotations, and translations.

d1,new ( SQ , ST ) = d ( SQ , ST , index) (5)

Relevance feedback 2: A given query SQ consisting of r
distinct ℓ length-words, a weight vector is specified where
weight[i,t] is the weight for the words wj at t, j from 1 to r. At
t=0, this vector is initialized with the number of occurences of
the word wj in the trajectory query. From the feedback
information, with each result sequence RTj, this vector is
updated as:

Figure 4. Some samples from the ASL database of the word 'eat' from 5
different writers

weight[i, t + 1]) = weight[i, t ]) + word _ hit[i] if RTj is relevant (6)
weight[i, t + 1]) = weight[i, t ]) + word _ hit[i] if RTj is irrelevant

For the next retrieval loop, in spite of using the
similarity measure (4), a new similarity measure is defined as:

d 2,new (SQ , ST )= ∑ (word _ hit[i ]* weight[i, t + 1]) (7)
r

i=1

One can see that a word often appearing in the relevant
examples means that this word is more important. Therefore,
in the next retrieval loop, this word is chosen to compute the
similarity measures (relevance feedback 1) or to add more
weight on its hit (relevance feedback 2) and the opposite for
irrelevant words. From this observation, the proposed
relevance feedback methods can take into account the user
needs.

Figure 5. All kinds of trajectory types used in the Yuan Ze University
database. Each category includes 50 samples.

1

2

http:// kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/auslan/
http://mmplab.eed.yzu.edu.tw/ trajectory/trajectory.rar

B. Experiments
In these experiments, dir and dis are chosen as π/4 and
0.125 for the symbolic representation.
In order to evaluate and compare the results, we use a wellknown measure in the information retrieval domain:
recall/precision curve [10]. Recall defines the number of
relevant documents retrieved as fraction of all relevant
documents and precision defines the number of relevant
documents as a fraction all the documents in retrieved by the
system. The better method, the nearer it approaches to the ideal
point where recall is 100% and precision is 100%.
Fig. 6 is giving the retrieval results for the ASL trajectory
database. In this experiment, the chosen length ℓ for words is
5. The curve with violet circles presents the retrieval results
using the EDM distance, the curve with blue rectangles
presents retrieval results using the second proposed similarity
measure (4). One can see that for this database the proposed
similarity measures give results comparable with those for
EDM. Moreover, with a small number of returned results
(recall is between 0 and 10), the proposed measure gives a
lightly better result. This characteristic can be useful because
in the information retrieval domain, the user is usually
interested in only some relevant results. However, the results
for both measures on the ASL database are not very good
because the ASL database is a difficult database. One word
can be written in different ways by the same writer (different
trajectories); moreover, the trajectories in this database are
acquired by extracting a glove position during the writing
phase, with much noise. The presented experimental results
here are obtained without using any pre-processing on the data
like noise filter.
Fig. 7 gives the retrieval results for the second proposed
similarity measure (4) for the Yuan Ze University database
with different word lengths. For this database, results are
better for a short word length like 3 than for longer word
lengths.

Figure 6. Recall and precision curves for the ASL trajectory database. The
curve with violet circles presents the retrieval results using the EDM distance
[6], while the curve with the blue rectangles presents the retrieval results using
the second proposed similarity measure.

Figure 7. Recall and precision curves of the proposed similarity measures on
the second trajectory database with different word lengths. The curve with
blue diamonds presents the results with the used word length is 2, the curve
with violet rectangles presents results with the used word length is 3, the curve
with yellow triangles presents results with the used word length is 5, the curve
with green circle presents results with the used word length is 10 and the
curve with red dot presents results with the used word length is 20.

As one can see from above results, choosing the word
length affects significantly the retrieval results, so it could be
useful to develop some heuristics. Moreover, a fixed length is
not always suitable for various types of trajectories.
From the obtained results, we can see that the proposed
similarity measures can give interesting and good results for
partial matching, as shown in Fig. 8. Using a simple trajectory
query (Fig. 8a) for retrieving more complex trajectories which
include the query trajectory (Fig. 8 b, c, d). This characteristic
can be very important in trajectory-based video indexing and
retrieval when users are interested in only one part of object
trajectory, or for retrieving trajectories containing a given
pattern.
Apart from the above advantages, the proposed similarity
measures have some weakness. They suffer from the starting
point from which we divide the words and the length of
words. For the starting point, we are using the sequence
alignment to detect the first Hit or Ap_hit between two
trajectories and are computing distances between them from
this point. The alignment method that we used needs to be
improved in order to be more robust. For choosing the word
length, it could be useful to develop some heuristics.
Two methods of relevance feedback are also proposed.
From the theoretical analysis, these methods promise giving a
retrieval improvement. The implementation and some
experimentation should be done to prove their performance.

point from which we divide the words and the length of word.
Further work is needed to strengthen the methods on this point.
In addition, in this paper, two methods for enabling
relevance feedback in trajectory retrieval have been proposed.
Further work will provide experiments to prove their
effectiveness.
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